Above the top frame is a heavy iron plate fastened to the piston cylinder by four vertical rods, which serve as guides for the sliding frames.
With the press fully open-that is, with the piston at its lowest point-a measured charge of cooked meal is dropped from a subheater or holder upon a strip of press cloth in the cake former.
This cake former is a steel block with a shallow groove, the size of a single press box. It is so constructed that after the meal has been run upon the press cloth and the two ends turned up over the charge, pressure can be applied from above or below and the cake, now covered with the cloth, except on its two sides, can be subjected to a preliminary squeeze to compact it into shape. After applying pressure for an instant, a sheet of steel the width of the groove is slid underneath the cake, which is then removed, cloth and all, from the cake former and pushed into the lowest frame of the press. One after another the boxes of the press are thus charged until it is filled.
The pressure is then applied to the hydraulic ram, forcing the frames upward each against the one above. The oil as it is squeezed from the cloths flows down over the sides of the press into a gallery around the bottom frame and out through troughs to the settling system. Comparing the highest total results with the lowest, the buyer is getting 11.6 per cent more press cloth for a given weight for the latter. Comparison of press cloths in relation to their fiber composition. Washington, December 30, 1922. 
